
‘If music be the food of love, play 

on…’  Shakespeare’s lyricism, 

imagery and wit has fired the imagi-

nations of the playwright’s contemporaries 

through to present-day composers, inspir-

ing a vast catalogue of works for choirs 

and ensembles, from Thomas Morley’s It 

was a lover and his lass to Gary Carpenter’s 

recently commissioned series of books, 

The Food of Love. Many of these works 

will receive an airing over the next couple 

of years, as the world celebrates the 450th 

anniversary of the Bard of Avon’s birth this 

year and commemorates the quatercente-

nary of his death in 2016. Some settings are 

well known, others are waiting to be discov-

ered; here are just a few to whet the appetite.

No survey of this kind would be complete 

without mentioning Ralph Vaughan 

Williams (1872-1958). The modest 

composer wrote to Armstrong Gibbs, who 

had suggested he might write a test piece 

for the 1951 British Federation of Music 

Festivals: ‘Here are the three Shakespeare 

songs. Do what you like with them…’ – a 

characteristically rather dismissive response 

to what have come to be recognised as a set 

of small masterpieces, if not one of the great-

est works for unaccompanied choir in the 

whole repertoire. Three Shakespeare Songs 

were written as test pieces and certainly 

throw down the gauntlet, not least in terms 

of handling the slowly shifting harmonies 

of ‘The Cloud-Capp’d Towers’, but the 

effect can be nothing short of magical. If 

the Shakespeare Songs approach perfec-

tion, perhaps RVW’s Serenade to Music 

(1938) achieves it. Originally written for 16 

solo voices (in the words of the composer, 

‘Composed and dedicated to Sir Henry 

Wood on the occasion of his Jubilee, in grate-

ful recognition of his services to music’), the 

piece works wonderfully well with four solo-

ists and an SATB chorus – a truly remarkable 

meeting of words and music. 

The year 2014 also marks the 80th anni-

versary of the birth of the Welsh composer 

William Mathias (1934-82), whose large 

choral output should be more celebrated 

than it is. The eight short Shakespeare Songs 

(1979) with an idiomatic piano accompani-

ment (originally played by the composer 

himself) make an appealing and diverting 

cycle, the characteristic dancing rhythms 

and pungent harmonies revelling in the 

wonderful texts. The songs range from a 

slow, lugubrious setting of ‘Full Fathom 
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SHAKESPEARE IN SONG

Five’ and the bitter incantation ‘Crabbed 

Age and Youth’ to a joyful roundelay, ‘O 

Mistress Mine’, that asks for the tenor and 

basses to whistle rather than sing! John 

Gardner (1917-2011) chose a number of 

the same texts for A Shakespeare Sequence 

(1964) for SSA choir, piano duet and 

optional percussion – typically quirky 

settings from another underrated composer. 

American composers have, perhaps 

unsurprisingly, taken Shakespeare to their 

hearts. Among the earliest extant pieces 

is Three Shakespeare Songs (1897) by Mrs 

H.H.A. (Amy) Beach (1867-1944), the fi rst 

signifi cant female American composer/

performer. Her Songs, for SSA and piano 

and setting texts from A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream and The Tempest, are rich 

in Brahmsian harmonies and well worth 

investigation. Samuel Barber (1910-81) and 

William Schuman (1910-92) were exact 

contemporaries. Barber’s warmly lyrical 

music fell out of fashion for a while but 

thankfully seems to be slowly regaining its 

place in the concert hall. His opera Antony 

and Cleopatra (1966) was nothing short of 

a disaster at the premiere, but Barber later 

revised the piece and arranged two beautiful 

excerpts – ‘The Death of Antony’ and ‘The 

Death of Cleopatra’ – for SATB and piano. 

Schuman’s sinewy, muscular orchestral 

works have overshadowed his large output 

of choral music, but Orpheus with his Lute 

can only be described as a tiny gem. The 

composer made versions for SSA or SATB & 

piano and both show a perhaps unexpected 

lyrical side to this composer. 

Emma Lou Diemer (1927- ) is another 

American composer whose music has 

been little heard in the UK, but her Three 

Madrigals for high school choirs are well 

within the capabilities of a reasonable choir 

and are worth exploring. Alongside settings 

of Dylan Thomas, William Blake and 

Thomas Hardy, Matthew Harris (1956-) 

has written no fewer than fi ve books of 

Shakespeare Songs (1989-2002). With three 

or four songs in each book, Harris has, as 

one might expect, set the well known (‘Ye 

spotted snakes’, ‘Under the Greenwood 

Tree’, ‘Sigh no more’ etc.) but still manages 

to come up with the occasional surprise, 

such as the unusually gentle setting of ‘It 

was a Lover and his Lass’ and a luminous 

version of ‘O Mistress Mine’ from Book 

III. The songs draw on America’s rich 

musical heritage – hints of jazz, folk, blues, 

Broadway combine with English music of 

the renaissance in these tuneful and irresist-

ible miniatures that are hugely popular in 

Harris’s homeland. 

UPPER VOICES

Amy Beach: Three Shakespeare Choruses 
4-pt female chorus & pf.
Treble Clef Music £4.50

Bob Chilcott: Music to hear
SSA & pf.
OUP £1.85

Emma Lou Diemer: Three Madrigals
2-pt or SATB & pf.
Boosey & Hawkes (New York) £1.99

John Gardner: A Shakespeare Sequence
Women’s voices, pf duet, opt. perc.
OUP hire only

John Rutter: It was a lover and his lass
SA & pf.
OUP £2.20

William Schuman: Orpheus with His Lute
SSA & pf.
Associated Music Publishers £1.25

Judith Weir: Storm
SSAA sols, children’s chorus, 3fl , 3vc, 3perc.
Chester Music vs. £3.75, full score £24.95

SATB
Samuel Barber: The Death of Antony; The 
Death of Cleopatra from ‘A Barber Anthology’
SATB & pf.
G. Schirmer £17.95 

Gary Carpenter: The Food of Love bk.1
SATB & pf.
Cadenza Music £6.95

Bob Chilcott: The Isle is full of noises
SATB unacc.
OUP £2.20

Emma Lou Diemer: Three Madrigals
2-pt or SATB & pf.
Boosey & Hawkes (New York) £1.99
Matthew Harris: Shakespeare Songs vols.1-5
SATB unacc.
Associated Music Publishers vols.1-4 £2.50; 
vol.5 £2.95

Joseph Horovitz: Three Songs from ‘As You 
Like It’
SATB unacc./& 1 instr.
Novello £4.75
Nils Lindberg: Shall I compare thee to a 
summer’s day?
SATB unacc.
Warner/Chappell Music Scandinavia £1.50
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shakespeare in song

More adventurous chamber choirs might 

take a look at Songs of Ariel (1950) by the 

Swiss composer Frank Martin (1890-1974). 

The music of Martin, a deeply religious man 

whose catalogue includes several wonderful 

large-scale sacred pieces, has never really 

held its place in the regular repertoire. The 

Songs’ refined, expressive vocal lines and 

lean counterpoint (a reflection of Martin’s 

esteem for J.S. Bach) stretch all but the 

best choirs; but they are more than worth 

the effort, as is the rest of Martin’s rarely 

performed choral music. 

The songs of Finnish composer, choral 

singer and conductor Jaakko Mäntyjärvi 

(1963- ) are as theatrical, vivid and eclec-

tic as Martin’s are sober and serious. 

Mäntyjärvi has so far produced three books 

setting familiar texts: Four Shakespeare Songs 

(1984), More Shakespeare Songs (1997) and 

No More Shakespeare Songs? (2000), the 

question mark mischievously added by the 

composer as he says he ‘might or might not 

return to Shakespeare at some time’. The 

highlight of the settings is perhaps ‘Double, 

double toil and trouble’ from Macbeth, 

which Mäntyjärvi describes as a medieval 

cookery programme during which the three 

witches chant the names of the ingredients 

of their evil potion – a virtuoso showpiece 

for a confident chamber choir.

Sir George Shearing (1919-2011) and 

Nils Lindberg (1933- ) come from rather 

different musical backgrounds. Shearing, 

primarily known as a brilliant jazz pianist 

and for his ‘big hit’ Lullaby of Birdland, had 

an interest in choral music that resulted 

in two books of warm, witty Shakespeare 

settings and – in the case of ‘Who is 

Silvia?’ – a spectacular and unforgettable 

tune. Music to Hear (1985) and Song and 

Sonnets (1999) are perfect for any summer 

concert, not particularly demanding, and 

the optional string bass part certainly adds 

to the atmosphere. Lindberg’s works range 

from orchestral symphonies and a setting 

of the Requiem for chorus and jazz band 

to arrangements for Duke Ellington and 

Judy Garland. Any composer that has the 

courage to take on the Bard’s most famous 

sonnet ‘Shall I compare thee’ should be 

investigated, and Lindberg’s melting version 

for unaccompanied choir awaits flows off 

the page with genuine relaxed brilliance. 

The Viennese-born British composer Joseph 

Horovitz (1926- ) has also been able to 

turn his composing hand to music in many 

genres: music for the stage, concert hall, 

brass band and television. His ‘Three Choral 

Songs’ from As You Like It reflect his natural 

melodic gift and gentle sense of humour. 

Mention here might also be made of settings 

by our own choral heroes John Rutter 

(1945- ) and Bob Chilcott (1955- ). Rutter’s 

close harmony, barbershop setting of ‘It was 

a lover and his lass’, from Birthday Madrigals 

(1995), has become deservedly popular; less 

well-known are Chilcott’s gentle evocation 

of the wonder of music in his setting of 

Sonnet 8 Music to Hear for upper voices and 

piano and his more ecstatic celebration in 

The Isle is Full of Noises for SATB & piano.

For those looking for works with ensem-

ble or orchestra, apart from Serenade 

to Music (mentioned above), Vaughan 

Williams brings the raucousness of Falstaff 

from his opera Sir John in Love into his 

offshoot cantata, In Windsor Forest. The 

magnificent film music of Sir William 

Walton (1902-83) has become available 

to choirs thanks to the efforts of the late 

Christopher Palmer, whose Henry V – A 

Shakespeare Scenario makes an exciting 

Jaakko Mäntyjärvi: Four shakespeare 
songs; More shakespeare songs; no More 
shakespeare songs?
SATB (div.) unacc.
Sulasol Music £6.50; £8.50; £3.50
Frank Martin: songs of ariel
SATB unacc.
Universal Edition ¤14.95
William Mathias: shakespeare songs
SATB & pf.
OUP hire only
William Mathias: it was a lover and his lass 
from ‘shakespeare songs’
SATB & pf.
OUP £1.85
John rutter: Birthday Madrigals
SATB, opt. db &/or pf.
OUP £8.75
John rutter: it was a lover and his lass
SATBarB unacc.
OUP £1.85
William schuman: orpheus with his Lute
SATB & pf
Associated Music Publishers £1.25

george shearing: Music to hear; song and 
sonnets
SATB, pf & opt. db.
Hindon Publications Inc. £8.95; £4.95

ralph Vaughan Williams: 3 shakespeare songs
S(S)ATB unacc.
OUP £3.50

WORKS WITH ORCHESTRA
george Benjamin: sometimes Voice
Bar sol, SATB chorus & orch. 
Faber Music vs. £4.99

Judith Bingham: shakespeare requiem
S,Bar sols, SATB choir & orch.
Edition Peters vs. £24.95

ralph Vaughan Williams: in Windsor Forest 
(adapted from the opera ‘sir John in Love’)
SATB & orch/str. orch. & pf.
OUP vs. £10.25

ralph Vaughan Williams: serenade to Music
16 solos, or S,A,T,B sols, SATB choir & orch.
OUP vs. £8.75

William Walton: henry V – a shakespeare 
scenario
Narrator, SATB choir, boys’ choir & full orch. (or 
chmbr orch.)
OUP hire only

An extensive list of choral settings of Shakespeare 
texts, visit www.choirandorgan.com
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concert piece. Judith Bingham (b.1952) 

wrote Shakespeare Requiem in 2008 for the 

Leeds Festival Chorus, and it must count 

among her most striking and personal 

works. While the choir sings extracts from 

the Latin Mass for the Dead, the soprano 

and baritone soloists sing appropriate 

speeches concerning death, memory and 

loss delivered by Shakespearean monarchs. 

Bingham uses a large choir and orchestra to 

great effect, with perhaps the most touching 

moment coming in the fi nal bars: ‘… ’tis 

strange that death should sing.’ The largest 

orchestral forces are employed by George 

Benjamin (1960- ) in Sometimes Voice 

(1996), for baritone soloist, chorus and a 

large, colourful orchestra including parts for 

mandolin and banjo. The work explores the 

magical music that Caliban describes in The 

Tempest, the chorus chanting only the name 

‘Caliban’, before a huge explosion of sound 

that, when cut off, ‘leaves Caliban bewil-

dered and stunned at the end of his vision’ 

(in the words of the composer). Judith Weir 

(1954- ) also takes The Tempest as the inspi-

ration for her piece Storm (1997), based 

on her own 35-word version of the play. 

Originally written for the Senior and Junior 

Youth Choirs of the CBSO, Weir combines 

her high voices with a glittering ensemble 

of fl utes, cellos and percussion to create an 

image of the magical island. 

Finally, to a recent setting of 

Shakespeare: to celebrate the launch of 

‘Singing Shakespeare’, a two-year inter-

national project to commemorate the 

Shakespeare anniversaries in 2014/16, the 

Shakespeare Birthplace Trust commis-

sioned Gary Carpenter (1951- ) to write 

no fewer than four books of Shakespeare 

songs for different combinations of voices 

and piano. Carpenter writes, ‘I plan to 

include some of Shakespeare’s best-loved 

lyrics but will also be on the lookout for the 

unusual, fantastical, indeed the weird – for 

the Shakespeare that may never have been 

sung, whistled or hummed before.’ Book 

1 of The Food of Love (premiered fi ttingly 

enough in Holy Trinity, Stratford-upon-

Avon in April 2014) sets verses from the 

poem Venus and Adonis (the relatively 

familiar ‘Lo, here the gentle lark’); from 

The Winter’s Tale (a vending song ‘Lawn 

as White as Driven Snow’); and a lesser-

known celebratory wedding song, ‘Roses, 

their sharp spines been spent’, from Two 

Noble Kinsmen (a Jacobean play attributed 

to Shakespeare and John Fletcher). Further 

books for SATB, SSA and TTB choirs with 

piano will be premiered in 2015 and can 

only serve to demonstrate that some 400 

years after his death William Shakespeare 

continues to inspire composers, as he no 

doubt will for another 400.     

David Wordsworth is a freelance choral 
conductor and workshop leader. He is music 
director of the Addison Singers, and artistic 
director of ‘Singing Shakespeare’. 
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